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ABSTRACT 

This thesis examines the government's reactions to the pacific resistance offered by 

the resident Maod ttibes to the survey for sale and settlement of confiscated lands 

between Hawera and New Plymouth. on the west coast of the Nm1h Island of New 

Zealand, in the years 1878-1884. Successive governments neglected to honour the 

promises to make reserves contained in the legislation confiscating the land and, by 

treating those who protested this neglect as infatuated followers of deluded prophets 

and refusing to consider their legitimate grievances. helped create in Taranaki a 

centre of disaffection which they perceived as a threat to the colony. This study 

looks first at the existing literature on the events in question, and then at the acts 

and proclamations of confiscation and the promises contained therein. The main 

body of the thesis. chapters three through seven. is a chronological study of the 

years from 1878 to 1884. When the government attempted to enforce the 

confiscation on the Waimate plains by surveying for sale before making any effort to 

delimit the promised reserves. the resident tribes protested first by removing the 

surveyors. then by ploughing the disputed lands and finally by fencing across the 

roads which cut through their cultivations. The government chose to interpret 

Maori protest as a denial of the confiscation and a challenge to European 

supremacy. Under intense settler pressure the government responded by arresting 

almost four hundred ploughmen and fencers and finally two prominent Taranaki 

chiefs. and passing legislation which enabled them to imptison and hold the 

protesters without trial for up to two years in South Island goals. The injustice 

done the Taranaki people stemmed more from a determination on the part of the 

European to force the Maori to submit to European law and admit to European 

supremacy. than from a greed for land. The government's aim was to end Maori 

isolation by settling a close European population on the coast in an effort to destroy 

Maori separatism and self determination. The stand the Taranaki people took in 

defence of their rights was finally vindicated, yet the grievances remain. and the 

events of the 'Pa1ihaka years' are a reminder of the issues which lie behind 

continuing Maori efforts to have those grievances righted. 
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PREFACE 

A word of explanation is needed on the terminology employed in this study . 

Taranaki is used in  European documentary sources to refer to a wider provincial 

dishict rather than a ttibal area. It comptises seven main ttibes tracing their  descent 

from at least three canoes . yet it has the cohesion of a tribal district . a cohesion 

which stems from a cause, a grievance : land confiscation . One of the tdbes . Te 

Ati Awa, is  always referred to in the documentary sources as Ngatiawa. so this term 

has been retained .  Natives and native affairs are inescapable terms in  reference to  

nineteenth century New Zealand .  Not until 1 94 7 was the word Maori substituted 

for native in all official usage . The emotive terms rebel and loyal native describe  

the v iews of  the Europeans who bestowed the terms rather than of  those on whom 

they were bestowed . I have refrai ned from the use of parentheses which might 

indicate disapproval of the terms but would serve onl y  to clutter the text . I have 

also refrained from underl ining words or otherwise treatin g  Maori as though it were 

a forei gn  language . Those who are not yet fami liar vvith basic Maori terminology 

would be better served by a teacher of Maori language and culture than by a 

s impl i stic and possibly misleading word list. 

The Appendices to the Journals of the House of Representatives and the New 

Zealand Parliamentary Debates are a rich source of information on the period under 

study , and the reports of the Royal Commission appointed under the Confi scated 

Lands Inquiry and M aori Prisoners · Trials Act . 1 87 9 .  are especially valuable . 

Unfortunately many papers such as police files have s imply "disappeared " .  and the 

important Maod Affairs Depattment files known as the West Coast Papers were 

destroyed by tire . so a vast body of material has been lost to researchers . What 

remains is scattered through lands . police . legislative . justice and governors · files in 

the National Archives and especially in  various minis terial papers in  the Alexander 

Turn bu ll Library . A certain amount of material never published in  New Zealand 

was printed in the Brit ish Parliamentary Papers: the Irish University Press series 
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(here abbreviated I UP since the pagination refers to that series and not to the 

01i ginal) is a useful source of infotmation not otherwise easi ly accessible .  
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